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HIGHLIGHTS

- Seeing the ‘next gen’ of OT come together in the Student Forum
- History of Occupation Lightning Talk
- Important conversations about diversity, equity and inclusion
- Attendees practising #OccupationalBalance
- Hearing diverse global perspectives on our key topic areas
- Sharing ideas in networking sessions
- WFOT Plenary and Awards

WHAT'S ON TODAY

Tuesday 30 Aug

- Plenary Session - Research, innovative practices, occupational model: levers of a cyclical R-evolution / Recherche, pratiques innovantes, modèle occupationnel : leviers d’une Révolution cyclique (Dr Eric Sorita, Dr Jean-Michel Caire and Dr Samuel Pouplin)
- Introduction of the International Network on Sexualities and Genders within Occupational Science (SexGen-OTOS)
- Boston University Satellite Workshop
- Congress Party
The WFOT Award Recipients

Ritchard Ledgerd
Honorary Fellows

Margarita Gonzalez
&
Professor Sue Baptise

Merit Award

Sandra Bressler, Liliana Álvarez Jaramillo, Marilyn Pattison